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Hypotussic cough in persons with
dysphagia: biobehavioral
interventions and pathways to
clinical implementation
Justine Dallal-York* and Michelle S. Troche

Laboratory for the Study of Upper Airway Dysfunction, Department of Biobehavioral Sciences, Teachers
College, Columbia University, New York, NY, United States
Cough is a powerful, protective expulsive behavior that assists in maintaining
respiratory health by clearing foreign material, pathogens, and mucus from the
airways. Therefore, cough is critical to survival in both health and disease.
Importantly, cough protects the airways and lungs from both antegrade (e.g.,
food, liquid, saliva) and retrograde (e.g., bile, gastric acid) aspirate contents.
Aspiration is often the result of impaired swallowing (dysphagia), which allows
oral and/or gastric contents to enter the lung, especially in individuals who
also have cough dysfunction (dystussia). Cough hyposensitivity,
downregulation, or desensitization- collectively referred to as hypotussia- is
common in individuals with dysphagia, and increases the likelihood that
aspirated material will reach the lung. The consequence of hypotussia with
reduced airway clearance can include respiratory tract infection, chronic
inflammation, and long-term damage to the lung parenchyma. Despite the
clear implications for health, the problem of managing hypotussia in
individuals with dysphagia is frequently overlooked. Here, we provide an
overview of the current interventions and treatment approaches for hypotussic
cough. We synthesize the available literature to summarize research findings
that advance our understanding of these interventions, as well as current gaps
in knowledge. Further, we highlight pragmatic resources to increase awareness
of hypotussic cough interventions and provide support for the clinical
implementation of evidence-based treatments. In culmination, we discuss
potential innovations and future directions for hypotussic cough research.
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1 Introduction

Cough is a vital, life-sustaining behavior essential for pulmonary homeostasis (1–4).

The major function of cough is to generate the high velocity airflows and shearing

forces required to expel unwanted material from the airways and allow breathing to

occur unobstructed (1, 5–7). Unfortunately, disordered cough (or dystussia, Table 1) is

quite prevalent, especially in the context of dysphagia or swallowing disorders,

exacerbating the risk of the deleterious effects which can be associated with

uncompensated aspiration (3, 5, 18, 19). Hypotussia, or downregulated cough, manifests

as too little or insufficient coughing (2, 8, 15). It is primarily associated with cough

hyposensitivity and/or reduced cough effectiveness (2, 8–11). The reduced cough

effectiveness observed in hypotussia (12) is characterized by distinct impairments in
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TABLE 1 Description of clinical presentations of cough.

Key term Descriptions
Eutussia Normal cough (8, 9)

Dystussia Pathological or impaired cough function; disordered cough; can also
include the spectrum of alterations in cough sensation spanning from
hyper- to hyposensitive cough (2, 9, 10)

Hypertussia Upregulated, sensitized cough; refers to syndromes where too much
coughing is produced; cough hypersensitivity (5, 9, 11–14)

Hypotussia Downregulated, desensitized cough; refers to syndromes where too
little coughing occurs; cough hyposensitivity (2, 8, 9, 15, 16)

Atussia Absence of cough (8, 9, 17)
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cough motor airflow patterns [Figure 1, Supplementary File S1:

Lowell et al. (2), McGarvey et al. (12)]. One of the main clinical

outcome measures and indicators of uncompensated aspiration is

peak cough flow or peak expiratory flow rate (hereafter, referred

to as PEFR) (21–23). Together, sensorimotor impairments in

cough can result in uncompensated aspiration over time, which

can be life-threatening (18, 19, 24).

Hypotussia may occur due to underlying afferent and efferent

deficits in the neural control of cough [Figure 2. Pathophysiology

of hypotussia, please see Supplementary File S1: Lowell et al. (2),

for a detailed neurological review]. In individuals with dysphagia,

hypotussia is concerning as it results in an inability to adequately

sense or move aspirate material from the airways (2, 15, 16). This

can have a significant impact on quality of life and patient health

(30–32). Chronic aspiration due to concomitant dysphagia and

hypotussia increases the risk for fatal respiratory infections (3, 33).

Further, dysphagia-related hypotussia is associated with increased
FIGURE 1

Healthy, typical cough waveform (A) is compared to hypotussic cough w
ventilatory pattern to produce a three-phase airflow sequence (A). In eut
followed by laryngeal compression, and ballistic air expulsion during exp
during inspiratory and expiratory phases with compression phase leak c
reduced cough effectiveness.
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rates of pneumonia, reintubation, hospital readmission, and costs

of care (31, 34–38). Complex deficits across the continuum of

airway protection (i.e., swallow to cough) co-occur in multiple

patient populations including: Parkinson’s disease (39, 40),

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [ALS; (23, 41–43)], multiple sclerosis

(44), atypical parkinsonism (31), progressive supranuclear palsy

[PSP, (45)], cerebellar ataxia (25), stroke (41, 46), head and neck

cancer (47–49), cerebral palsy (50), spinal cord injury (51), lung

transplantation (52), and cardiac surgery (37). Thus, to improve

health and quality of life for this large and heterogeneous group of

patients, it is critical that rehabilitation efforts include cough

(4, 15, 31, 38). These interventions should address the need for an

immediate cough in response to aspiration, but also the need for

cough to clear the lower airways and address the long-term

impacts of uncompensated aspiration.

There is rising recognition that speech-language pathologists

(SLPs) must be adept in treating the multiple behaviors of airway

protection, including both swallow and cough (15). In a recent

survey, 85% of SLPs reported not only that they evaluate cough,

but feel that the results from cough assessment should influence

clinical practice patterns (53). Moreover, although cough is

within the SLPs scope of practice for provision of dysphagia

services (54, 55), only 33% of clinicians report receiving formal

training on cough (53). Limited visibility, time and resources on

viable treatments for cough disorders are also barriers to clinical

uptake (10, 56). The goal of this manuscript is to provide

clinicians working with dysphagia populations with a pragmatic,

clinically relevant resource to address this unmet didactic need.

To achieve this goal, we will provide an overview of the literature
aveform (B). A timely and coordinated cough rapidly reconfigures the
ussia (normal cough), (8, 9) this includes a period of initial inspiration,
iration (5, 7, 10, 20). In hypotussia (B), changes in slope and duration
ontribute to poor cough outcome metrics and manifest clinically as
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FIGURE 2

Pathophysiology of hypotussia in individuals with dysphagia. Across the neural axis, changes in sensation, motor control or sensorimotor integration
involved in cough may contribute to hypotussia (12). Structural changes may limit one’s ability to coordinate breathing and swallowing, or generate
adequate pressure for high velocity airflows during cough. These may include: (1) altered compliance of the chest wall, (2) weak/spastic inspiratory
(e.g., diaphragm, external intercostals) and expiratory (e.g., abdominals, obliques, internal intercostals) muscles, (3) vocal fold and upper airway
pathologies (6, 10, 12, 18, 19). Disruptions in neural signaling of sensorimotor pathways may also contribute to hypotussia, including dysfunctional
signal reception, transmission, processing, and/or output in one, or several neural substrates: (1) pulmonary, tracheobronchial, and laryngeal
receptors that receive cough stimuli input (10, 12, 25–27), (2) vagal afferents of the airways that transmit sensory input to the central nervous
system, including internal superior (iSLN) and recurrent laryngeal nerves (RLN) [Box A] (10, 25, 26), (3) central pattern generators (CPG) for swallow,
cough, and breathing integrate sensory input to generate a reconfigured respiratory CPG (rRCPG) to execute cough [Box B] (4, 28), and (4)
subcortex and cortical structures involved with filtering, perceiving, and processing discriminative and affective characteristics of the sensory
stimuli, leading to execution of volitional cough, or suppression/augmentation of reflexive cough (4, 10, 12, 13, 25–27, 29). In summary, alterations
to composite anatomy, musculature, or neural pathways involved in swallow, cough, and/or breathing may also result in hypotussia, compounding
the impact of aspiration. iSLN, internal branch of the superior laryngeal nerve; RLN, recurrent laryngeal nerves; CPG, central pattern generator;
rRCPG, reconfigured respiratory central patter generator.
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related to hypotussic cough behavioral interventions, including

both exercise-based rehabilitative approaches and compensations.

Additionally, we will provide resources to facilitate the

implementation of these approaches in the care of people with

airway protective dysfunction.
2 Hypotussic cough interventions

Using clear, familiar terminology, we define and structure

hypotussic cough interventions into a comprehensive framework

(Figure 3) to help scaffold current evidence-based treatment options

for patients and members of their care team. Guided by the existing

literature [Supplementary File S1: Chatwin et al. (57), Huckabee

et al. (58), Lee et al. (5), Zimmerman et al. (59)], we categorize

cough behavioral interventions into two domains, compensatory

and rehabilitative, along with their respective subcategories.
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 03
2.1 Domains of hypotussic cough
interventions: rehabilitative vs.
compensatory

Hypotussic cough interventions fall into two key domains,

approaches that are rehabilitative vs. those that are compensatory

(Figure 3). Rehabilitative interventions provide long-term

improvements to physiologic and functional cough outcomes and

are hypothesized to directly or indirectly alter the underlying

neural substrates involved in cough (58–60). These interventions

are implemented to target the underlying physiology in cough

impairments, and seek to restore function with sustained

improvements that extend beyond their immediate application or

use within treatment (58–60). In contrast, compensatory

interventions are primarily strategies which provide short-term or

transient enhancements to physiologic and functional airway

protection outcomes (58–60). Compensatory strategies create
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 3

A framework for treatment of hypotussic cough. E, external; I, internal.
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immediate adjustments to cough function which may improve

airway clearance and aspiration management while in use, but do

not necessarily alter cough physiology and likely do not leave

enduring changes that extend beyond the treatment period

(58–60). Depending on the underlying pathophysiology of

hypotussic cough impairments, cognitive status, patient

preferences and goals of care, rehabilitative and compensatory

strategies may be used independently or in combination.
2.2 Rehabilitative interventions: strength vs.
skill/task-specific paradigms

Here we categorize rehabilitation paradigms for hypotussia as

either strength or skill/task-specific interventions. Strength based

rehabilitation aims to increase force generating capacity of

peripheral muscles through targeted exercise programs (7). These

programs are typically prescribed for airway protection

impairments that are due to underlying peripheral muscle

weakness and are heavily dependent on sports medicine

principles (61, 62) such as progressive overload, intensity,

frequency of exercise, and specificity of movement type (59–61,

63, 64). In turn, it is hypothesized that peripheral neuromuscular

adaptations including motor unit recruitment, muscle fiber type

shift, and myofiber hypertrophy may be observed (60, 61, 64–

66). In contrast, skill-based or task-specific rehabilitation aims to

increase the coordination and sequence involved in the central

mechanisms that execute airway protective behaviors (58, 59, 67,

68). These programs place a unique emphasis on the critical role

of motor control to promote increased cognitive awareness of

coordinated, skilled tasks (58, 59, 67, 68). Task-specific

treatments are largely driven by principles of motor learning

including specificity of practice, task challenge, and impact of

biofeedback with the goal of promoting functional reorganization

and change in higher level cortical networks (58, 59, 69).

Excellent reviews from the fields of dysphagia and respiratory

physiology further elucidate the differences between these
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 04
treatment approaches and/or expand on underlying mechanisms

of change (please see Supplementary File S1: Reading List).
2.3 Strength based rehabilitation of cough

Respiratory strength training (RST) is a behavioral intervention

applied in patient populations with breathing impairments. Given

that inspiratory and expiratory muscles are necessary to produce

an effective cough and maintain airway patency there is a strong

physiologic rationale for targeting both inspiratory (maximum

inspiratory pressure) and expiratory (maximum expiratory

pressure) force-generating capacity to address hypotussia and

improve cough strength and airway clearance in individuals with

dysphagia (2, 62). As there is a growing and robust literature set

on RST in airway protection, the studies reviewed in this section

will focus on randomized controlled trials, quasi-experimental

investigations, and cohort studies which directly report on

objective cough outcome measures. Studies are further limited to

investigations in adults. Case studies are not included.

The primary goal of RST is to increase inspiratory (inspiratory

muscle strength training, IMST) and expiratory (expiratory muscle

strength training, EMST) muscle strength to preserve or improve

outcomes such as ventilation, cough effectiveness, and airway

safety (35, 70–73). Overall, the benefits of RST have been

highlighted in multiple patient populations including: Parkinson’s

disease (38, 71, 73–75), ALS (73, 76, 77), multiple sclerosis (44),

Huntington’s disease (78), sedentary elderly (79), chronic

obstructive pulmonary disease (80), failure to wean and/or

ventilator dependence (81), stroke (70, 82), head and neck cancer

(83) and cardiac surgery (35). Across these patient populations,

descriptive data with information on respiratory load, number of

repetitions, frequency and duration of treatment paradigms are

depicted in Table 2.

In light of the important relationship between metrics of

expiratory muscle strength, namely maximum expiratory pressures

(MEPs) and cough airflow (90), EMST has garnered significant

research and clinical interest as an effective therapeutic strategy to
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 2 Respiratory strength training paradigms and cough outcomes.

Patient population Respiratory load
(%MIP/MEP)

Repetitions
(#reps/#sets/

session)

Frequency
(days/week)

Duration
(weeks)

Cough type Reference

% MIP % MEP Voluntary
cough

Reflex
cough

Multiple sclerosis – 40%–80% 6/4/1 5/7 8 – Chiara et al. (44)

Parkinson’s disease 50%–75% – 5/5/1 6/7 8 Reyes et al. (74)

– 50%–75% 5/5/1 6/7 8

– 75% 5/5/1 5/7 4 – Pitts et al. (71)

– 50%–75% 5/5/1 6/7 8 Reyes et al. (73)

– 75% 5/5/1 5/7 4 – Sapienza, et al. (84)

– 75% 5/5/1 5/7 4 – Sevitz et al. (85)

– 75% 5/5/1 5/7 4 – – Troche et al. (75)

– 75% 5/5/1 5/7 5 Troche et al. (38)

Huntington’s disease 30%–75% 30%–75% 5/5/1 6/7 16 – – Reyes et al. (78)

Cardiovascular surgery 50% 50% 5/5/1 5/7 3–10 – Donohue et al. (35)

Acute stroke 50% 50% 10/5/1 7/7 4 Kulnik et al. (82)

Unilateral stroke 30%–60% 15%–75% 5/5–6/1–2 5/7 6 – Liaw et al. (86)

Ischemic stroke – 60% 5/5/1 5/7 5 Hegland et al. (70)

Head and neck cancer – 75% 5/5/1 5/7 8 – – Hutcheson et al. (49, 83)

Partial laryngectomy – Mean of 3x 5/5/1 5/7 4 – Palmer et al. (87)

Total laryngectomy – 80% 5/5/1 5/7 4 – – Van Sluis et al. (88)

Amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis

30% 30% 5/5/1 5/7 12 – Plowman et al. (76)

– 50% 5/5/1 5/7 8 – Plowman et al. (72)

– 50% 5/5/1 5/7 5 – Plowman et al. (23, 77)

Multiple system atrophy – 75% 5/5/1 5/7 8 – Srp et al. (89)

Dash =Not assessed in investigation; MIP, maximum inspiratory pressure; MEP, maximum expiratory pressure.

PEFR Improved.

Other objective cough airflow metric improved.

Tested but no statistically significant difference.
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improve cough function. EMST is an active rehabilitation approach

which uses a calibrated one-way, spring-loaded pressure threshold

device to overload and mechanically drive the expiratory muscles.

Typically, EMST regimens involve breathing through the device

for 25 repetitions (five sets of five repetitions) five days per week

for four to five weeks (35, 62, 70, 72, 75, 78, 81). Although EMST

has consistently been shown to improve MEPs, there is a rising

number of investigations which demonstrate its efficacy to

improve measures of voluntary and reflex cough (70, 71, 74, 82–88).

EMST has been found to improve voluntary and reflex cough

in multiple populations. In one of the first studies of EMST for

cough in patient populations, ten male participants diagnosed

with Parkinson’s disease completed a 4-week EMST program,

with improved cough effectiveness, evidenced by changes in

various measures of cough airflow (71). A significant decrease in

compression phase duration and expiratory phase rise time was

observed after EMST, leading to a significant increase in cough

volume acceleration (66) during voluntary cough testing. Similar

results were found in sedentary older adults (79), where

following 4-weeks of EMST, reflex cough demonstrated a 61%

increase, rising significantly from 4.98 ± 2.18 to 8.00 ± 3.06 L/s

(F1,17 = 29.62, p < 0.001). Further, in an investigation which
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 05
compared respiratory and cough-related parameters between

individuals with multiple sclerosis and healthy controls, results

from eight weeks of EMST revealed statistically significant

increases in MEP and PEFR (44). Moreover, Hegland and

colleagues (70) found that measures of reflex, but not voluntary,

cough airflow improved after five weeks of EMST in individuals

with a history of ischemic stroke.

Some of the most promising investigations on EMST which

have shown improvements in cough outcomes have been

conducted in neurodegenerative disease. In Parkinson’s disease,

four and five weeks of EMST have been shown to improve

various metrics of cough function (38, 71, 84, 85). In a recent

randomized controlled trial in Parkinson’s disease, 5-weeks of

EMST resulted in improvements in MEPs by 22 cmH2O,

(p < 0.001, d = 0.53) and/or voluntary cough strength by 0.17 L/s

(p < 0.001, d = 0.06) (38). Moreover, Reyes and colleagues (74)

found that two months of home-training sessions of EMST in

individuals with Parkinson’s disease resulted in a significant

effect on MEP (d = 1.40) and voluntary PEFR (d = 0.89) when

compared to control and IMST groups. In later works by this

group, similar findings were observed with an additional benefit

of adding air stacking to EMST training to improve both reflex
frontiersin.org
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and voluntary PEFR as compared to EMST alone (73).

Interestingly, in individuals with ALS, a 5-week EMST protocol

(77) and 8-week EMST protocol (72) revealed no statistically

significant differences in cough spirometry measures following

training. Of high clinical relevance, however, was the observation

that following 8-weeks of EMST set at 50% load, PEFR remained

stable with 0% change despite the nature of this rapidly

progressing motor neuron disease (72).

It should be appreciated, however, that certain EMST

investigations while demonstrating improvements in MEP, may

not be adequately powered to confirm changes in metrics of

voluntary and reflex cough, may have inflated results due to

small sample size, and/or may not directly test cough airflow. For

example, Sasaki et al. (90), investigated the impact of EMST on

MEP and PEFR in 33 healthy volunteers. Results revealed that

compared to no-treatment controls, EMST in healthy subjects at

both natural and fast expiratory flow rates increased MEP

(p = 0.01), while no statistically significant improvements were

observed in PEFR. Of clinical significance, however, EMST with

natural expiratory flow rate increased PEFR from a mean of 8.4

(SD: 2.3) L/s to 8.9 (SD: 1.3) L/s post-training. Pilot

investigations on EMST in multiple systems atrophy (89) have

found direct improvements in MEPs, yet did not find statistically

significant changes in PEFR. Similar limitations and/or findings

have been observed in head and neck cancer patients (83, 87, 88).

In a retrospective case series involving head and neck cancer

survivors experiencing chronic radiation-associated aspiration,

investigators explored the therapeutic potential of EMST (83).

Following an 8-week EMST program, MEPs significantly

improved by an average of 57% (p < 0.001). This improvement in

MEPs was associated with enhanced swallowing safety as per the

Dynamic Imaging Grade of Swallowing Toxicity (DIGEST,

p = 0.03); however, cough airflow outcomes were not directly

measured in this study (83). Of interest, application of EMST in

other populations with head and neck cancer have shown

variable objective improvements in cough airflow. In six

participants who underwent supracricoid partial laryngectomy

for laryngeal cancer a mean increase in PEFR from 371.67 to

451.33 L/min or 21% was observed after 4-weeks of EMST (87).

In contrast, in a small group of total laryngectomy participants

(n = 10), PEFR did not improve after 4 and 8 weeks of EMST as

compared to baseline (88). This may be due, in part, to altered

physiologic anatomy and the inability to generate subglottic air

pressure due to removal of the larynx—leaving these individuals

dependent only on volume and speed of expiratory airflow to

improve airway clearance (88). Despite these findings and

limitations, these studies are essential as they highlight the need

for larger, adequately powered investigations in these

patient populations.

There is a paucity of data on the impact of IMST alone on

objective cough outcomes. Comprehensive RST protocols which

combine or assess both EMST and IMST have been investigated

in stroke (86–89, 91, 92), ALS (76), Huntington’s disease (78),

and preoperative cardiac surgical patients (35). Kulnik et al. (82),

aimed to examine the effect of expiratory muscle training,

inspiratory muscle training, and a sham training protocol on
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 06
cough airflow in acute stroke patients. Significant improvements

in respiratory muscle strength (maximum inspiratory pressure,

14 cmH2O; p < 0.0001 and MEP, 15 cmH2O; p < 0.0001) were

observed in all groups. Interestingly, voluntary cough (p =

0.0002) was significantly increased for the inspiratory and sham

groups only. In combination with results from Hegland et al.

(70), these two stroke investigations support the notion that

training inspiratory muscles may be beneficial for improving

voluntary cough effectiveness in this population, while training

expiratory muscles may be beneficial for improving reflex cough

airflow when implemented with a sufficient load (i.e., ≥60% of

MEP) (70, 82). In alignment with these observations on resistive

load, results from a prospective, single blinded, randomized

controlled trial in unilateral stroke patients showed that 6-weeks

of combined IMST and EMST at lower resistances (i.e., 30%–

60% of maximum inspiratory pressure and 15%–75% of MEP)

did not demonstrate statistically significant differences in PEFR

as compared to standard of care control group. However,

significant correlations were found between PEFR and MEP (r =

0.504, p < 0.05) (86). In a pilot investigation, a combined RST

program in preoperative cardiac surgical patients found direct

improvements in MEPs, yet did not find statistically significant

changes in PEFR (35).

In a double-blind, randomized, sham-controlled trial with 45

individuals with early-stage ALS, significant gains in both MEPs

and/or metrics of voluntary cough were observed after a 12-week

combined inspiratory and expiratory RST program (76).

Specifically, participants in the active RST group with 30% load,

demonstrated significant increases in mean cough peak

inspiratory flow. Voluntary cough peak inspiratory flow exhibited

a significant difference between the active and sham RST groups.

The group difference in mean cough peak inspiratory flow was

63.9 L/min (95% CI 17.3–110.5; p = 0.02). However, the change

in cough PEFR did not reach statistical significance between the

groups (mean difference = 59.4 L/min, 95% CI −15.4–134.2,
p = 0.06). In another example, in an investigation on 18

individuals with Huntington’s disease (78), a four-month home-

based combined EMST and IMST program yielded significant

improvements in several pulmonary measures including PEFR

(d = 0.8) and MEP (d = 1.5). These findings are particularly

relevant for neurodegenerative populations as resistance training

for cough can be used as a proactive approach to address

declining physiologic reserves and prolong expiratory pressure

generation capacities essential for airway protection and

defense (93).
2.4 Skill based rehabilitation of cough

A growing body of research supports the feasibility and

effectiveness of task-specific, skill-based rehabilitation of cough.

Cough skill training encompasses a range of rehabilitation

treatment approaches which have been shown to improve metrics

of voluntary and reflex cough through task-specific behavioral

upregulation of cough (38, 85, 94–96). This has been achieved

using both gold-standard spirometry (38, 94, 95), as well as
frontiersin.org
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with pragmatic tools primed for easy dissemination into

clinical settings, including digital and analog peak flow meters

(38, 85, 96). As there is a growing body of evidence on cough

skill training, studies reviewed in this section will focus on

randomized controlled trials, quasi-experimental investigations,

cohort studies and single-subject experimental studies which

report on objective cough outcome measures.

Early research in this area first demonstrated that cough can be

volitionally upregulated in both healthy adults and individuals with

Parkinson’s disease (95, 97). Hegland and colleagues (97)

investigated the extent to which 20 healthy, awake adults could

voluntarily modify parameters of cough in response to 200 uM

capsaicin, while recording cough airflow through spirometry and

expiratory muscle activity via surface electromyography (sEMG).

Results revealed that all participants were able to modify their

reflex cough response to execute smaller or softer coughs and

longer or louder coughs. Expanding upon this work, Brandimore

et al. (95), investigated the voluntary upregulation of reflex cough

in both healthy older adults and individuals with Parkinson’s

disease. Results revealed that healthy adults could enhance

voluntary and reflex cough PEFR and cough expired volume

through verbal instruction and visual biofeedback of airflow targets.

Importantly, these seminal studies substantiated that healthy

adults can volitionally upregulate both reflex and voluntary

cough function, and informed future investigations for

individuals with Parkinson’s disease. Thus, providing an essential

basis for the development of behaviorally based treatments for

hypotussic cough and informing future work targeting

improvements in both reflex and voluntary cough function.

Specifically, these studies (95, 97) informed the development of

sensorimotor training for airway protection (smTAP) (38, 94,

95). smTAP is a distinct type of cough skill training that uses

gold-standard spirometry for real-time cough airflow

visualization and involves key features including: (a) a salient

context for cough execution with a subthreshold level of cough-

inducing capsaicin stimulus, (b) a verbal cue to “cough hard” for

immediate enhancement of PEFR, (c) visual biofeedback of

cough airflow for a target set at 25% above an individual’s

baseline cough PEFR, and (d) increased awareness of the urge-

to-cough (29, 39, 98, 99) or cough sensations (38, 94, 95).

Collectively, these parameters upregulate cough airflow

comprehensively—targeting both sensory and motor components

of cough. Importantly, smTAP recruits key principles of

neuroplasticity (100) to promote the generalization of cough as a

skilled sensorimotor behavior. Specifically, the goal of the

treatment is to upregulate cough function in response to

penetrant or aspirate material in the airway (10, 38, 94).

A recent prospective phase II randomized controlled trial

compared the effects of smTAP and EMST in 65 individuals

with Parkinson’s disease (38). Results revealed that after 5-weeks

of treatment, the smTAP group achieved improvements in both

motor and sensory aspects of voluntary and reflex cough

function. Following smTAP, voluntary cough PEFR improved by

0.51 L/s and reflex cough improved by 0.53 L/s. Comparatively,

the EMST group demonstrated improved PEFR of 0.17 L/s and

0.23 L/s, respectively. Notably, the 18% improvement in mean
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voluntary PEFR for the smTAP group from 3.05 to 3.70 L/s is

clinically relevant in light of recent findings that emphasize that

cough strength of 3.41 L/s is effective for clearing ≥80% of

subglottic aspirate material (21). This study represents the first

randomized controlled trial to demonstrate that smTAP is

effective in enhancing motor and sensory aspects of cough

function, surpassing improvements seen in EMST, an established

gold-standard treatment for airway protection in Parkinson’s

disease (38). Moreover, recent investigations in smTAP show that

participants with Parkinson’s disease demonstrate quick

improvements during cough practice, suggesting rapid skill

reacquisition, with unique trajectories of change over the course

of the treatment (101).

Given that these findings suggest the strong potential benefit of

smTAP to improve cough effectiveness, the same approach was

trialed to determine feasibility in a group of fifteen individuals

with PSP (94). After one session of smTAP, individuals with PSP

demonstrated significant increases in PEFR (p < 0.001).

Moreover, improvements in airflow variability for PEFR and

cough expired volume were appreciated (p = 0.01). These findings

demonstrate the immediate potential for individuals with PSP to

enhance their cough function through smTAP and highlight the

feasibility of cough rehabilitation in this population (94).

Voluntary cough skill training, in contrast to smTAP, occurs

without a cough-inducing stimulus and may be completed either

with gold standard spirometry or with a handheld peak flow

meter. To date, four studies have examined voluntary cough skill

training to rehabilitate cough dysfunction. Three of these studies

have been completed in neurodegenerative diseases and one in

healthy older adults (85, 95, 96, 102). In the first study to

demonstrate that people with Parkinson’s disease could

volitionally upregulate voluntary cough effectiveness, investigators

measured baseline voluntary sequential cough as well as

voluntary cough modulation in 16 individuals with Parkinson’s

disease and 28 healthy age-matched controls (95). Participants

were seated in front of a computer with direct visualization of

cough airflow from spirometry and were provided with verbal

instructions to exceed the target set at 25% above their

maximum PEFR. Results showed that participants were able to

increase PEFR and cough expired volume in the cueing

condition for voluntary cough (p < 0.001) (95).

Recent data also highlights the feasibility of voluntary cough

skill training conducted with widely available, low-cost clinical

tools (96). In a single-subject treatment study, an 81-year-old

individual with mid-stage Parkinson’s disease participated in four

voluntary cough skill training sessions. Sessions involved 16 sets

of five voluntary cough trials utilizing a handheld analog peak

flow meter. Each session was comprised of two parts: single

coughs (Sets 1–8) and sequential coughs (Sets 9–16). Within

these parts, four sets focused on practicing “strong” voluntary

coughs (PEFR ≥250 L/min), while the remaining sets alternated

between “medium-strong” (PEFR 150–249 L/min) and “weak”

coughs (PEFR 60–149 L/min) to encourage varied practice.

Results revealed that significant increases in both single voluntary

cough PEFR (p = .008) and sequential voluntary cough PEFR

(p = .029) were evident after voluntary cough skill training (96).
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Further, a recent investigation demonstrated the practical

feasibility of performing voluntary cough skill training with a

handheld analog device via telehealth in 20 participants with

neurodegenerative diseases including Parkinson’s disease, Lewy

body dementia, multiple system atrophy, and cerebellar ataxia

(85). Participants completed four weeks of EMST and two weeks

of cough skill training through clinician-directed telehealth

sessions and home practice. In this investigations’ cough skill

training protocol, voluntary single and sequential PEFR was

collected at the start of each session with an analog peak flow

meter. Sessions comprised of five sets of five coughs, including

variation in cough types (single and sequential) and targets (25%

above baseline for strong coughs and 25% below baseline for weak

coughs) to enhance motor learning. Results revealed statistically

significant increases in mean PEFR for single and sequential

voluntary coughs from pre- to post-treatment (p < .001) (85).

In alignment with these results, findings from a single-blind,

randomized controlled study in community-dwelling older adults

revealed that a home-based, unsupervised four-week program

using handheld peak flow meters showed an increase in

voluntary PEFR compared to no-treatment controls (102). In

contrast, individuals randomized to four-weeks of inspiratory

muscle training demonstrated significant increases in maximum

inspiratory pressures compared to cough training and control

groups, but these effects did not translate to significant

improvements in voluntary cough PEFR (102).
2.5 Compensatory interventions: internal vs.
external techniques

Compensatory interventions focus on techniques that temporarily

manage or minimize aspiration and are useful to maintain “safety” for

a limited duration of time (103), without aiming for long-term

restorative effects or addressing the underlying pathophysiology.

Compensatory techniques aim to assist or augment cough in the

short-term to minimize the depth and degree of airway invasion of

aspirate material or to promote secretion mobilization. These

techniques are often used in conditions where complete cough

restoration is not possible or to support an individual through a

specific phase of their condition. Alternatively, they may be used to

minimize the impact of aspiration events while an individual is

participating in a cough skill (59, 104–106) or strength-based

rehabilitative treatment paradigm (103).

Internal strategies involve approaches that are largely driven by

the individual to compensate for structural or physiologic

impairments. Through an individual’s own proprioceptive feedback

and kinesthetic motor control (107), these approaches adapt levels

of function to harness a transient improvement in cough and/or

underlying mechanisms of airway protection (58, 59, 67, 103).

Internal strategies are primarily volitional maneuvers which apply

a cough or components of a cough in isolation or as part of a

sequence of upper airway behaviors (105, 108, 109). Voluntary

airway clearance maneuvers often require self-monitoring, the

cognitive ability to retain multi-step instructions, and practice

repeatedly. Further, these facilitative maneuvers require a relatively
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active level of participation by the individual performing them, as

it is a strategy they must learn, apply, and generalize to the point

of habituation during prandial behaviors (107).

In contrast, external strategies involve interventions that are

exogenous to the individual and introduce an external action,

manipulation or force to assist or augment cough production.

This can occur manually with the help of another individual or

item or mechanically, through the application of assistive devices,

biomedical equipment or other technologies (56, 57, 110). These

facilitative devices may modify, augment, assist or bypass

structures which are not sufficient for effective cough generation

(107). More frequently, external compensatory strategies

minimize the need for high cognitive reserves and may be

facilitated by or with a care provider (103).
2.6 Internal strategies for compensatory
cough management

Speech-language pathologists commonly use internal

compensatory cough strategies. Internal strategies for compensatory

cough are at present, defined as airway maneuvers which

incorporate a volitional or cued cough, or part of a cough, either

independently or in a sequence. If confirmed with instrumental

assessment, a cued voluntary cough after an aspiration event, may

be effective to clear subglottic residue from the airway (21, 107).

Alternatively, a volitional cough may be included as part of an

airway protective sequence. For example, the supraglottic swallow

and super-supraglottic swallow maneuver both incorporate a cough

to clear residual food or liquid from the airway entrance and

minimize risk for aspiration (109, 111, 112). Moreover, endoscopy

can be used to provide feedback for the effectiveness of a

maneuver or strategy. In a recent tutorial (105), a subjective review

of endoscopic biofeedback targets for cough training with the

application of compensatory strategies is reviewed.
2.7 External strategies for compensatory
cough management

External compensatory coughmanagement strategies are typically

employed in consultation with other healthcare professionals such as

respiratory therapy, physical therapy, pulmonology and neurology.

External strategies for compensatory cough may be classified into

proximal or peripheral airway clearance techniques (57). Proximal

techniques aim to augment, support, or imitate cough by increasing

PEFR with the goal of clearing mucous from the larger airways. This

may be achieved by using devices or external pressure which assist

inspiration (e.g., lung volume recruitment bag), assist expiration

(e.g., manually assisted cough), or both (e.g., mechanical

insufflation-exsufflation) (56, 57, 110, 113).

Proximal airway clearance techniques for assisted expiration

help expiratory muscles to generate sufficient intra-abdominal

and intrathoracic pressure necessary to increase the high velocity

expiratory airflow produced during a cough (57). In contrast,

those for assisted inspiration augment inspiratory lung volumes
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in single or stacked breaths (57). The application of these

techniques inflate the respiratory system to the maximal desired

volume, thereby increasing the inspiratory capacity which is

associated with an increased PEFR (114). Assisted inspiration

and expiration techniques combine an inflated respiratory system

and increased inspiratory capacity with thoracic compression and

increased expiratory airflow to optimize PEFR (57).

Peripheral airway clearance techniques are secretion mobilizing

and aim to loosen secretions to improve ventilation (57, 115).

Secretion mobilization is achieved by increasing expiratory flow

above inspiratory, referred to as “bias expiratory flow”, to move

secretions from the distal to proximal airways, where they can

then be cleared with a cough or evacuated with respiratory

equipment (52, 115). Peripheral airway clearance can be achieved

through manual techniques, chest wall oscillation or compression,

percussive ventilation and/or chest wall strapping (56, 57, 110, 113).

Although not exhaustive, Table 3 provides current examples of

commonly used proximal and peripheral airway clearance

techniques. These therapies are typically applied in conjunction with

respiratory and pulmonology specialists but can complement the

recommendations of SLPs for improved airway clearance (please see

Supplementary File S1: Reading List). An excellent review by

Chatwin et al. (57), highlights the specific indications and impact of

each dedicated intervention on assisted and unassisted PEFR, as well

as related pulmonary outcomes for respiratory and physical therapists.

The complex management of respiratory dysfunction and the

appropriate application of airway clearance techniques requires

thoughtful discussion, unique patient-centric recommendations,

and multidisciplinary assessment (124). Given the high variability

and diverse indications and contraindications across various

populations, both patients and care-providers may often be faced

with a multitude of airway clearance options to select and manage,

which can be a barrier to care. The Individual Management of

Patient Airway Clearance (IMPACT) Program and advisory team

has also developed an excellent multidisciplinary toolkit and

virtual education platform to address the long-standing gap on

education related to airway clearance options for individuals with

chronic lung disease (56, 125). These resources are valuable and

can help the clinical SLP gain familiarity with the number of

evolving devices that can assist with airway clearance.
2.8 Practical implementation: intervention
approaches for hypotussic cough

Here, we provide two practical case studies to demonstrate how

to translate the current evidence on behavioral hypotussic cough

management approaches to clinical practice. In the first clinical

vignette, we highlight the importance and need for inter- and

transdisciplinary collaboration. In the second, we emphasize how

biobehavioral treatments of hypotussia may be implemented as a

core component of a comprehensive aspiration management plan.

2.8.1 Clinical case vignette 1
A 73-year-old female with spinal onset ALS presents to her

routine multidisciplinary clinic appointment. She was diagnosed
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with ALS approximately one year ago by her local neurologist.

She has since had a 30-pound weight loss and progressive

decline in her respiratory status. Percutaneous endoscopic

gastrostomy (PEG) and early noninvasive ventilation were

previously declined. She has mild upper limb and severe lower

limb impairment. She is largely dependent on her power-chair.

Although she is able to self-feed, she reports that over the past

six weeks she easily fatigues at mealtimes and requires increased

assistance from family and/or funded in-home caretakers to

finish meals. She reports increased difficulty managing her

secretions and at least one choking episode on her saliva per

night. The SLP uses a handheld peak flow meter to assess cough,

her maximum PEFR out of six trials is 285 L/min. Based on

pulmonary function testing completed with respiratory therapy,

her forced vital capacity (FVC) is 2.40 L (82% predicted),

maximum inspiratory pressure is 36 cmH2O (50% predicted) and

MEP is 43 cmH2O (62% predicted). The SLP recommends a

repeat videofluoroscopic exam given values which indicate

increased risk for unsafe swallowing (PEFR <397 L/min) and

ineffective airway clearance (PEFR <297 L/min) (21, 23). In a

collaborative patient education session, the registered dietician

and SLP provide care and support regarding her choice to

decline PEG placement and remind her that they remain open to

revisiting the conversation on PEG placement if her goals of care

change over time (particularly in light of her FVC being above

50% to 60% predicted, a relevant factor for early PEG insertion

and survival outcomes) in context of declining respiratory

function (124, 126–128). Given that her FVC is ≥70% predicted,

a mild-intensity 12-week combined RST program at 30% load is

presented as a treatment option (76, 118, 128), to which she is

receptive. Moreover, as her PEFR is greater than 270 L/min, the

SLP recommends consultation with respiratory therapy for

evaluation and consideration of proximal airway clearance

techniques (i.e., manual assisted cough, lung volume recruitment,

or “cough assist” mechanical insufflation-exsufflation techniques

as clinically indicated) as proximal airway techniques may serve

as a meaningful adjunct to augment airway protective behaviors

and reduce risk of aspiration during meals (108, 118, 129).

Cumulatively, the proactive combination of rehabilitative and

compensatory approaches facilitated through an inter- and

transdisciplinary care model, aim to improve airway protective

behaviors, cough effectiveness, and avert the consequences of

aspiration-related respiratory tract infections (93, 118, 124), while

also leveraging joint decision making to align treatment goals

with her choices and maintain patient autonomy.

2.8.2 Clinical case vignette 2
A 68-year-old male with a five-year history of Parkinson’s

disease presents to an outpatient otolaryngology clinic on referral

from his neurologist for increased difficulty swallowing. He

presents with moderate rigidity and postural instability,

festinating gait, hypokinetic dysarthria and sialorrhea. He finds

that his chronic drooling is socially isolating and negatively

impacts his quality of life. A clinical SLP and laryngologist

collaborate to conduct a comprehensive assessment of airway

protective behaviors. Cough assessment is performed with gold-
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TABLE 3 Airway clearance techniques.

Airway clearance
technique

Classification
(Proximal/
Peripheral)

Type Description References

Assisted
inspiration

Assisted
expiration

Secretion
mobilizationa

Manually assisted
cough (MAC)

Proximal

X

MAC uses a manual Heimlich, abdominal
thrust maneuver, and/or costophrenic
compression to increase PEFR by rapidly
increasing intrathoracic pressure. This can
be achieved with the assistance of another
person or if the patient is mobile, self-
applied through a stationary object such as a
table.

(57, 116, 117)

Lung volume
recruitment (LVR)

Proximal

X

Also known as “breath-stacking” or “air-
stacking”, where multiple breaths are given
by a device, such as an “ambu” style bag,
manual resuscitator with or without a one-
way valve, or positive pressure mouthpiece
ventilation. Once inspiratory capacity is
reached, the individual can actively or
passively exhale or cough.

(57, 108, 110,
114, 117, 118)

Mechanical
insufflation-
exsufflation (MI-E)

Proximal

X X

Also known as “cough assist machine”; MI-
E delivers deep inspiration and expiration
through a full face mask or artificial airway.
It rapidly shifts from positive pressure
(insufflation) to negative pressures
(exsufflation) to simulate the airflow
changes that occur during a cough, thereby
increasing peak cough flow. This method is
typically applied in patients where other
strategies to improve peak expiratory flow
rate are ineffective.

(57, 117, 119,
120)

High frequency chest
wall oscillations or
compressions

Peripheral

X

Compression or oscillation applied to the
chest to move secretions to proximal airways
for suction or cough. This can be achieved
manually through hands/fingers or through
a number of devices that envelop the chest
such as an inflatable vest or jacket attached
to an air pulse generator.

(57, 110, 115,
121)

Intrapulmonary
percussive ventilation
(IPV)

Peripheral

X

IPV refers to therapy delivered by a
pneumatic device (e.g., intermittent positive
pressure breathing machine) to deliver
short, high frequency bursts of air and/or
aerosol through a facemask, mouthpiece, or
artificial airway to aid lung and airway
clearance.

(57, 115, 121,
122)

Chest wall strapping
(CWS)

Peripheral

X

CWS induces breathing at low lung
volumes, increases elastic recoil and
expiratory flow. Elastic material restricts the
chest wall to passively lower functional
residual capacity without use of expiratory
muscles and may be beneficial for lung
secretion clearance.

(57, 115, 123)

aLoosening and mobilizing secretions from peripheral airways to central airways occurs with application of higher expiratory than inspiratory airflows or “bias expiratory flow”.
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standard cough spirometry. Maximum PEFR for single voluntary

coughs is 2.2 L/s. In response to 200 uM of capsaicin, three reflex

coughs are produced with a maximum PEFR of 1.2 L/s. Results

from a respiratory manometer revealed a MEP of 59 cmH2O.

Flexible endoscopic evaluation of swallowing is performed which

reveals significant secretions pooling in the laryngopharynx at

baseline. A standardized bolus protocol is completed and silent

aspiration with thin liquids is observed and noted to increase in

frequency and amount with increased volume. After each silent

aspiration event, the clinicians ask the patient to rate his Urge to

Cough (29, 98, 99) on a modified Borg scale, which he

consistently rates as a two or three (out of ten). Cued voluntary
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 10
coughs are ineffective at clearing ≥50% of subglottic residue,

which aligns with clinically meaningful cutoffs for voluntary

cough effectiveness in neurogenerative populations based on his

PEFR (21). Prior to removing the endoscope, the clinicians ask

the patient to visualize the screen. Endoscopic biofeedback on

cough effectiveness in response to remaining subglottic aspirate is

provided (105), which revealed stimulability for improving cough

effectiveness with biofeedback and cueing. The patient is then

provided with information for biobehavioral rehabilitation, which

will target oral hygiene, secretion management, EMST and

voluntary cough skill training. Specifically, the treatment plan for

his first session will include calibration of his EMST device to
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75% of MEP, setting his cough target to 25% above his maximum

voluntary cough PEFR (i.e., 2.2 L/s to 2.75 L/s) on a handheld peak

flow meter, and completing five sets of five repetitions on each

device. In combination, targeting pulmonary function,

coordination of cough, and secretion burden secondary to

sialorrhea in therapy are expected to address patient-centric

treatment targets. Moreover, this treatment paradigm may be

engaging and feasible to complete at home via telehealth (85).
3 Future directions

Future research is needed in several areas to improve the

management of hypotussic cough dysfunction. Although progress

has been made as it pertains to observational and cross-sectional

investigations which characterize hypotussia, there is a significant

gap as it pertains to biobehavioral treatment studies. Primarily,

large scale randomized controlled trials on the treatment of

hypotussia in varied populations are needed. Moreover,

longitudinal studies using gold-standard spirometry to quantify

changes in cough function over time are required to more

effectively screen, evaluate and treat hypotussic cough with a

focus on long-term respiratory health outcomes. Additionally, the

benefits of at-home handheld spirometry and pulmonary

function tracking may enhance management of aspiration in

these populations. Although clinical education efforts to promote

interdisciplinary management of hypotussia are slowly emerging,

accessible resources for continuing clinical education and best

practice guidelines have yet to be established. Evaluation and

treatment paradigms which introduce unique tussive agents

(130, 131) or novel neurotherapeutics such as acute intermittent

hypoxia (132–135) also require further investigation. Moreover,

an enhanced understanding of how compensatory maneuvers

and respiratory therapies impact objective measures of volitional

cough effectiveness have yet to be fully elucidated (109).
4 Conclusions

In conclusion, hypotussia is a clinically relevant and viable

treatment target for patients with dysphagia-mediated aspiration.

The treatment of hypotussia may improve proximal airway

clearance and minimize the negative sequelae associated with

uncompensated, chronic aspiration. Treatments for hypotussia

may include strength, skill or task-specific rehabilitation

paradigms, complemented by adjuvant manual, mechanical or

maneuver-based compensatory techniques. Moreover, there is

sufficient evidence to suggest that the treatment of hypotussia in

individuals with dysphagia is efficacious and practical to apply in

real-world clinical settings. Members of an interdisciplinary

aerodigestive team including neurologists, pulmonologists, sleep

specialists, otolaryngologists, respiratory therapy, SLPs, and

medical equipment specialists are all critical to providing patient

centric care for individuals with hypotussia. Increasing the

clinical uptake of specialized and interdisciplinary cough
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treatment paradigms may help improve patient health outcomes

and quality of life.
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